N-and C-lobes (Fig. 1D,E ). An additional level of control is achieved through inhibitory intramolecular domaindomain contacts Boggon and Eck 2004) , also a central feature in signaling (Kuriyan and Cowburn 1997; Pawson 2004) . The regulatory SH3 and SH2 domains in down-regulated Src contact the CD on the side away from the active site (Fig. 1A, gray) . The autoinhibitory control was shown by enhanced Src activity in the presence of exogenous proteins that release the SH2/ SH3 domains from the CD (Fig. 1B, gray) as a result of intermolecular association with the Src SH3 or SH2 domain (Cooper et al. 1986; Roussel et al. 1991; Pawson 1995; Moarefi et al. 1997) . The numerous kinase structures reveal variations in interdomain orientations and alternative Aloop conformations (Nolen et al. 2004; Breitenlechner et al. 2005; Kornev et al. 2006) , as well as structures that are a ''mix'' of these structural features typically associated with the active or down-regulated states (Cowan-Jacob et al. 2005 ; Levinson et al. 2006) . Thus, as the crystallographic structural information on Src and other kinases continues to grow, the process of conformational activation appears to increase in complexity.
Analyses of sequence conservation and structural similarity provide the initial framework to understand the regulation of the conformational change between activated and down-regulated forms of Src (Johnson and Lewis 2001; Nolen et al. 2004; Kannan and Neuwald 2005; Kornev et al. 2006) , while mutagenesis and kinetic studies afford tests to confirm or dispute the significance of the side chain interactions implicated by such analyses (Gonfloni et al. 1997 (Gonfloni et al. , 1999 (Gonfloni et al. , 2000 LaFevre-Bernt et al. 1998; Adams 2003; Masterson et al. 2008) . In addition to evaluation of the activated and down-regulated end states, information on how the conformational change occurs and on the transition pathways connecting active and down-regulated states is required for a complete understanding of the forces that govern conformational activation. Theoretical and simulation methods can contribute by identifying probable transition pathways (Young et al. 2001; Banavali and Roux 2005; Levinson et al. 2006; Ozkirimli and Post 2006; Faraldo-Gómez and Roux 2007) , and by providing atomic details about the underlying process and how motion of different regions is coupled. When these pathways can be probed experimentally, the combined exploration is a powerful one that can lead to new physical insights. The importance of better defining conformational transitions is further motivated by success in the treatment of chronic myelogenous leukemia of a small-molecule tyrosine kinase inhibitor, imatinib, discovered to act selectively by targeting a particular conformation of the kinase (Capdeville et al. 2002) . An emerging theme is that differences in alternative conformational states, including intermediate metastable states, as well as down-regulated and active conformations, can be exploited in the design of inhibitors of ATP binding (Noble et al. 2004; McInnes et al. 2006; Okram et al. 2006) .
From a study using a nonequilibrium method of molecular dynamics (MD) to investigate conformational activation of the isolated CD, we recently identified a group of six residues that switched during the transition process between alternative networks of electrostatic interactions in the two end states, and we proposed that this switched electrostatic network was important in Figure 1 . Ribbon drawings of Src kinase in ''assembled'' down-regulated (A) and activated (B) forms. The linker (residues 242-263, orange) connects the regulatory domains (SH3, SH2, gray) to the CD. The CD comprises an N-lobe (residues 267-341, blue) with aC (dark blue), and the C-lobe (residues 342-520, green). The A-loop (residues 404-430, red) and the C-terminal tail (521-531, magenta) are highlighted. (C) Expanded view showing Trp260 along with Trp255, Tyr286, and Tyr326. Rotated views of the CD in down-regulated (D) and activated (E) forms. (F) Scheme for the switched electrostatic networks for either the downregulated (gold lines) or activated (blue lines) states. Ribbon drawings (colored as in A) for the three-way network in the down-regulated state (G) (Asp404-Lys295, Glu310-Arg409, Tyr416-Asp386, dashed line) and the two-way network in the activated state (H) (Lys295-Glu310, Arg409-Tyr416, dashed line). Changes in Trp260 (orange) position are shown. The structure figures were generated using PyMOL (DeLano Scientific).
reducing the free-energy barriers along the transition pathway (Ozkirimli and Post 2006) . The importance of electrostatic interactions has long been recognized for physical processes such as DNA-ligand binding (Sharp and Honig 1995) , protein-protein association (Wade et al. 1998; Sheinerman et al. 2000; Nag and Dinner 2006) , transport in ion channels (Gouaux and Mackinnon 2005) , and rearrangement of enzyme active sites (Davydov et al. 2004 ) and regulatory units (Vigil et al. 2006 ). An electrostatic network to promote conformational activation has not been previously proposed and would add to this list. The residues comprising this proposed switched electrostatic network are highly conserved residues in the CD (Fig. 1F ) so that the network spans across the C-lobe catalytic loop (catalytic Asp386), the A-loop (Tyr416, Arg409), the N-lobe aC (Glu310) and b-sheet (Lys295), and the metal binding loop (Asp404 in the DFG sequence) (Ozkirimli and Post 2006) . The network couples all of the motions in the CD associated with activation: aC rotation, A-loop extension, and lobe-lobe opening. The switch is an exchange of partners from a three-way network of interactions (Lys295-D404, Glu310-Arg409, Tyr416-Asp386) (Fig. 1G ) to a two-way network (Lys295-Glu310 and Tyr416-Arg409) (Fig. 1H) , and is predicted to be important in guiding the multifaceted transition. In the two-way network, which corresponds to the activated form, the catalytically important residues are left available to interact with ATP-Mg 2+ (Asp404) and the substrate (Asp386).
We report here kinetic experiments of enzyme activity to test the proposal of an electrostatic component to the activation process and the existence of the switched electrostatic network suggested from the simulation studies (Ozkirimli and Post 2006) . Src kinase activity proceeds with an induction phase attributed to conformational activation and phosphorylation on the A-loop (Porter et al. 2000) . We tested whether this induction phase exhibits dependence on ionic strength, as predicted if a significant electrostatic component is present in conformational activation.
We also build upon the theoretical work on the isolated CD by investigating the switched electrostatic network in the context of the nearly full-length kinase, comprising SH3, SH2, and the catalytic domains, using nonequilibrium, biased molecular dynamics (BMD) (Marchi and Ballone 1999; Paci and Karplus 1999) . With BMD the conformational transition for Src activation occurs on a computationally feasible timescale by use of an external potential term to penalize thermal fluctuations that move the protein away from the target structure. BMD identifies possible activation pathways between two known end states, without prior knowledge of the transition.
Autoinhibition was also investigated using BMD methods. A steric hindrance mechanism, whereby the active site is blocked by the regulatory domain, as in the example of PKA (Kim et al. 2005) or CaMKII (Rosenberg et al. 2005) , can be explained from the structure. In the case of Src kinases, however, the regulatory domains in the down-regulated state interact on the ''backside'' of the enzyme relative to the active site and do not occlude access to the active site located between the N-and Clobes near the A-loop (Fig. 1A) . Instead, allosteric activation of Src through release of the SH2 or SH3 contact with the CD by intermolecular binding is a longdistance effect of a more subtle nature Boggon and Eck 2004) . Biochemical studies have shown that the regulatory domains communicate bidirectionally with the catalytic site. Phosphorylation of the A-loop tyrosine enhances the accessibility of the regulatory domains for binding exogenous ligands (Gonfloni et al. 2000; Porter et al. 2000) , while intramolecular binding of the SH3/2 domains down-regulates the kinase (Pawson 1995) . Further evidence of long-range conformational coupling comes from the observation that aC mutations at the aC/A-loop contact interface prevent regulation by the C-terminal Tyr527 phosphorylation (Gonfloni et al. 1997) , and H-D exchange studies have suggested that aC is implicated in the transmission of information from the nucleotide binding site to the SH2 domain (Hamuro et al. 2002) . Of specific interest here, mutagenesis studies have identified Trp260 (LaFevreBernt et al. 1998 ) and Trp255 (Gonfloni et al. 1999) in the linker (Fig. 1C, orange) between the regulatory domains and the CD to be important in coupling between the regulatory domains and the catalytic site. Previous theoretical studies have contributed to understanding the equilibrium basis of regulation (Young et al. 2001; Banavali and Roux 2005) by defining the energetics for conformational compatibilities of the linker region and CD. Nonetheless, the question of how these residues work to transmit the long-range communication between the SH3/2-CD interfaces and the catalytic site remains unanswered, and the analysis reported here suggests molecular details underlying this coupled motion.
In what follows, we first present the experimental results to test for the presence of electrostatic contributions for activation from the salt dependence of the initial lag phase of substrate phosphorylation. The computational results are then described for the characterization of the switched electrostatic network for nearly fulllength Src, and for the process leading to long-range regulation of Src activity. The role of the functionally important residue Trp260 in mediating domain interactions and allosteric activation is discussed.
Results and Discussion
Enzyme kinetics and MD simulations were employed to investigate a switched electrostatic network in the conformational activation of assembled Src kinase and its involvement along with Trp260 in long-range communication between the active site region and the regulatory domains. The Src family members from our previous studies, Hck for kinetic analysis and Lyn for molecular dynamics calculations, were used. Because the sequence and structural similarities among Src kinases imply a common activation mechanism for the Src kinase family, we use Src hereafter to refer to the family in general. Trp260, which abuts aC, and another conserved hydrophobic residue at position 255 (Trp255 in the case of Lyn, Lck, and Hck), which stacks between Tyr286 and Tyr326 of the N-lobe (Fig. 1C) , were identified by mutagenesis studies to be functionally important for autoinhibition (LaFevre-Bernt et al. 1998; Gonfloni et al. 1999) . These residues are at the C terminus of the SH2-CD linker and lie in the SH3/CD interface.
Kinase activation salt dependence
The prediction that a switched electrostatic network enhances the conformational activation of Src-family kinase was tested experimentally by determining the dependence of activation on salt concentration using Hck. If the switched electrostatic network contributes to kinase activation by lowering the free-energy barrier, then an increase in ionic strength would weaken the electrostatic interactions, and the process of kinase activation is predicted to be slower at a higher salt concentration.
The salt dependence of the enzymatic activation was experimentally determined using kinetic assays of phosphorylation. The enzyme progress curves for Src-family kinase are known to be biphasic when unphosphorylated enzyme is incubated with a peptide substrate and ATP (Porter et al. 2000) . The initial slow phase is attributed to activation of the enzyme by intermolecular autophosphorylation at Tyr416 on the A-loop, while the second phase reports on the more rapid phosphorylation of the peptide substrate by activated enzyme. Evidence that the slow induction phase results from activation of the enzyme by intermolecular autophosphorylation of the A-loop is that pre-incubation of the kinase with ATP results in the loss of the lag phase, and that the lag time depends on enzyme concentration (Porter et al. 2000) .
In vitro kinase assays were conducted at different salt concentrations using purified Hck and a synthetic peptide substrate. The biphasic progress curves were measured by a continuous spectrophotometric assay (Porter et al. 2000) . The induction time includes processes associated with catalytic autophosphorylation as well as the conformational transition for activation. To account for the salt dependence of the bimolecular diffusion encounter of Hck at low concentrations, assays were conducted as a function of Hck concentration, and the results were extrapolated to zero enzyme concentration to obtain the salt dependence for the unimolecular process. The salt dependence of the chemical steps associated with tyrosine phosphorylation and product dissociation was assessed from the change with ionic strength observed for the second phase of substrate phosphorylation.
The results for the induction times as a function of increasing Hck concentration at different salt concentrations are shown in Figure 2A . The induction times decrease at higher Hck concentrations, indicating contributions from the bimolecular encounter at the nanomolar enzyme concentrations required by the experiment, as expected (Porter et al. 2000) . In regard to the effect of added salt, the dependence on Hck concentration is diminished at lower ionic strength; as the salt concentration decreases from 1 M NaCl ( Fig. 2A, squares) to [NaCl] . Induction times were calculated from kinase progress curves as described in Materials and Methods. 10 mM NaCl ( Fig. 2A, circles) , the magnitude of the slope decreases from À18.8 to À7.8 sec/nM. The reduced Hck-concentration dependence of the induction time at lower salt concentration indicates that electrostatics work against binding and serve as a repulsive component in the diffusion encounter. This behavior is expected for the association of two Hck molecules with similar (negative) charge.
Induction times, obtained by extrapolation to zero Hck concentration to remove the effects of collision encounter, are plotted in Figure 2B (solid line) as a function of NaCl concentration. A positive salt dependence consistent with electrostatic screening is observed; the [Hck]-independent induction time is 4700 sec at 0.01 M [NaCl] but increases with added salt to 10,100 sec at 1 M [NaCl] . The results at finite Hck concentrations are also shown (Fig. 2B, dotted lines ). These lines demonstrate the diminished salt dependence at higher Hck concentration, and that the salt dependence on Hck concentration is of opposite sign, consistent with the repulsive electrostatic contribution of bimolecular association noted above. Thus, the Hck concentration-independent unimolecular process is slowed at high salt concentration, indicative of a process in which electrostatic contributions favor the reaction progress.
The isolated catalytic domain of Hck also displays biphasic activity, although the time period for activation is not as long. The induction time for the isolated kinase domain (Fig. 2C, triangles) shows a similar salt dependence to that of full-length down-regulated Hck (Fig. 2C,  circles) . For the CD, the induction time increased from 1950 sec to 8100 sec as the NaCl concentration was increased from 10 mM to 1 M. The slopes in Figure 2C are 4500 sec M À1 (circles) and 6150 sec M À1 (triangles). That the salt dependence is similar for the isolated CD and full-length down-regulated Hck indicates that the salt effect largely reflects activation of the CD, consistent with an electrostatic switch, and not release of the regulatory domain contacts.
The possibility that the observed salt dependence arises from the chemical steps of phosphorylation or product release was addressed by considering the salt dependence of the second phase of the kinetics, corresponding to phosphorylation of the substrate tyrosine. We find no salt dependence (Fig. 2C, inset) , and conclude that the lack of salt dependence for peptide phosphorylation argues against tyrosine phosphorylation as a possible source of salt dependence in the first phase. In addition, we tested for specific salt effects by measuring the kinetics in the presence of varying concentrations of RbCl (data not shown). The results show a similar salt dependence as that observed with NaCl, and therefore the salt effects are neither the consequence of a specific ion binding, nor an effect on overall protein stability.
Together, these data show that electrostatic interactions promote conformational activation and provide support for the hypothesis that an electrostatic switch regulates the activation of Src-family kinases. The shorter induction time at lower salt concentration is consistent with a network of electrostatic interactions being significant in conformational activation by restricting conformational space, while the interactions are screened at higher ionic strength to produce a longer induction time.
Assembled kinase molecular dynamics simulations
Molecular dynamics simulations were calculated to compare against the dynamic behavior of the switched electrostatic network observed with the isolated CD, and to elucidate the set of interactions between SH2/ SH3 and the CD that collectively contribute to longdistance coupling in the conformational activation of Srcfamily kinase.
The simulation system included Lyn residues 85-531, ATP-Mg , and solvation by explicit solvent. Equilibrium MD of the down-regulated state established that the simulation system was stable based on constant timeaveraged values for the total energy, temperature, and RMSD over the 300-to 400-psec equilibrium run period. Backbone coordinates from the structure at the end of the production run deviated from the initial structure by a RMSD of ;1.3 Å for the CD 4 and ;1.8 Å for all kinase backbone atoms. The C-tail Tyr527 was not phosphorylated, in order to allow possible long-range effects of domain-domain contacts communicated in the absence of Tyr527 phosphorylation for activated Src. Tyr527 and the rest of the C-tail maintain contact with the SH2 domain during equilibrium MD. All interdomain interactions were also stable throughout the equilibration simulations.
To promote a transition from the down-regulated form to the activated form, an external biasing potential (Paci and Karplus 1999; Ozkirimli and Post 2006) to favor fluctuations toward the open, activated conformation was applied to the CD heavy atoms following equilibrium MD of down-regulated Lyn. The target coordinates for the biasing potential corresponded to the equilibrium MD structure of the active form of CD (Ozkirimli and Post 2006) . The sum in the RMS of the biasing potential was over the residues of either Trp260-Tyr520 (simulation set A, eight trajectories, 1.5-2.0 nsec each) or Glu261-Tyr520 (simulation set B, four trajectories, 1.5-1.6 nsec each) ( Table 1 ). The SH2, SH3 domains, the SH2-CD linker, and the C-tail were not included in the biased set and were allowed to move freely in response to the CD motion. The progress of the BMD simulations was monitored from the value of the coordinate, R(t), the difference in the internal distances in the simulation and target structures (see Materials and Methods). Conclusions are based on the results from multiple trajectories with varying values for the external force constant. The calculations provide information on the CD conformational transition as it occurs in the context of the associated regulatory domains.
Switched electrostatic network in assembled Lyn kinase
The original observation of the switched electrostatic network was made from BMD studies on the isolated CD. We, therefore, investigated the potential effect of contact with the regulatory domains in the assembled kinase on the switched electrostatic network. Overall, similar behavior is observed; alternative interactions of residues Asp404, Lys295, Glu310, Arg409, Tyr416, and Asp386 are switched in a temporally short time in the assembled kinase (Fig. 3A) , as was previously observed for the isolated CD. Lys295 of the N-lobe switches from Asp404 of the metal binding loop to Glu310 of aC (Fig. 3A , top panel), Glu310 switches from Arg409 of the A-loop to Lys295 (Fig. 3A, middle panel) , and Tyr416 of the A-loop switches from Asp386 of the catalytic loop to Arg409. Figure 3B is the snapshot at 1200 psec from the trajectory showing the transition where the E310-R409 interaction is broken but the switch to E310-K295 is not yet complete. The switched electrostatic network is therefore predicted to promote activation of both the isolated CD and assembled kinase by restricting the sampling of random interactions during the transition and anchoring intermediates to conformations with end-state contacts in the A-loop, aC, and active site region.
Role of Trp260 in long-range allosteric coupling and the switched electrostatic network
Analysis of sequence conservation and mutagenesis studies (Gonfloni et al. 1997; LaFevre-Bernt et al. 1998) has identified Trp260 to be essential for the allosteric regulation mediated by SH3 and SH2. The crystallographic structures of active and down-regulated forms of Src kinase show a structural difference in the region surrounding Trp260 at the C terminus of the linker: In the down-regulated form with SH3 and SH2 in close contact with the CD, Trp 260 is packed on the surface of CD (Fig. 1C,G) , while in the activated form with SH3 and SH2 released from the CD, Trp 260 has greater exposure to solvent and alternative interactions with the CD (Fig.  1H) . Conformational free-energy calculations for the activated and down-regulated forms of the region around Trp 260 suggest that the structures are stable only in the context of the corresponding active or down-regulated forms of the CD (Banavali and Roux 2005) . We examine here the allosteric role of Trp260 in long-distance communication during the conformational transition of the down-regulated to active forms of Src kinase. Based on mutagenesis experiments indicating that Trp260 participates in the mechanism of regulation, it was suggested that interaction of aC with Trp260 stabilizes the down-regulated conformation of aC (LaFevreBernt et al. 1998 ). In the down-regulated conformation, Trp260 occupies a hydrophobic cavity next to aC (Fig. 4,  top left) , whereas in the activated state the contact of Trp260 with aC is reduced and the indole ring is solvated by a change in x 1 of Trp260 and reorientation of aC within the N-lobe (Fig. 4, top right) . This outward displacement of Trp260 is correlated with the inward rotation of aC observed in active structures of both the isolated CD (Yamaguchi and Hendrickson 1996) and fulllength Src kinase (Cowan-Jacob et al. 2005) . A similar correlation between Trp260 and aC is observed for Abl kinase (Levinson et al. 2006) and Irk kinase (Hubbard 1997) .
The role of Trp260 in the activation process was explored using two progress coordinates for BMD simulations (Table 1 ). In the first set of simulations (set I), Trp260 was part of the progress coordinate (residues Trp260-Tyr520), whereas in the second set (set II) the progress coordinate excluded Trp260 (residues Glu261-Tyr520). By including Trp260 in the progress coordinate in simulation set I, Trp260 fluctuations in the direction of the activated structure are energetically favored, while no bias is exerted on Trp260 in set II. The two progress coordinates therefore differ only in the inclusion, or not, of Trp260 atoms, so that all CD residues are included in the biasing potential for both sets I and II. Trp260 displacement from the hydrophobic cavity near aC was monitored by the RMSD from the active structure for Trp260 coordinates after superposition of aC coordinates. For set I, the RMSD decreases to values <2 Å in some trajectories within the simulation time period (Fig. 4A) . As expected, less progress toward the active state is made in set II (Fig. 4F) .
Comparison of the structural changes observed in the two sets of BMD simulations (Fig. 4, cf. B-E and G-J) finds that Trp260 displacement is coupled to the rotation of C. The activation transition requires translation of the aC N terminus and rotation that brings Glu310 into the catalytic site. Figure 4B illustrates for varying values of the BMD force constant in set I the progress of aC by the RMSD value to the target coordinates in the active structure. The initial decay in the RMSD profile in the first 250 psec is due to translation and is independent of the biasing force constant. A second, force constantdependent component indicated by the arrows corresponds to helix rotation and is linked to Trp260 displacement. As Trp260 is displaced from the hydrophobic cavity in the simulation set I, aC rotates toward the active conformation. When Trp260 is not displaced from contact with aC (Fig.  4F, set II) , the dependence on the force constant is lost and there is no rotation (Fig. 4G) , despite the fact that aC is included in the biasing potential. Moreover, a drop in the time profile for aC RMSD to target, from ;4 Å to 2 Å (Fig. 4B, arrows) coincides with the switch in the Glu310 interactions of the electrostatic network indicated by a decrease in the Glu310CD-Lys295NZ distance from 12 Å to 7 Å (Fig. 4C-E ) in most set I simulations, but was not observed in set II simulations.
That rotation of aC and Glu310 switching of partners are coupled to the displacement of Trp260 is supported by the contrasting results observed by exclusion of Trp260 from the biasing potential (set II vs. set I), so that any displacement toward the target position occurs in response to the changes in the rest of the CD. Without displacement of Trp260 from contact with aC, different transition progress curves are observed for aC and the Glu310 switch, even though the external biasing potential encompasses aC residues in both sets of simulations. That is, the translation of aC occurs, but aC rotation and the concomitant Glu310 switch do not (Fig. 4F-J) . Therefore, the rotation of aC within the N-lobe as well as the Glu310 switch are linked to the displacement of Trp260 from the hydrophobic cavity.
The coupling of Trp260 displacement with reorientation of aC provides a mechanism to link the CD active site to the regulatory SH3 domain. We find that the coupled movement of Trp260 and aC (with the Glu310 switch) affects the motion of the SH2-CD linker, mediated by Trp255 and thus SH3. Figure 5 illustrates this long-range communication between these nonsequential but spatially close segments for one BMD simulation. Following aC rotation and Glu310 switch to the inside, Trp260 displacement from aC (starting at ;1.2 nsec) is communicated, through changes in the position of Trp255 and the linker region, to SH3. The change in SH3 is a movement away from the CD, consistent with the release of the regulatory domains seen in recent activated crystallographic structures ( Fig. 1 ; Cowan-Jacob et al. 2005) . The simultaneous increase suggests that the allosteric mechanism for regulation by SH3 occurs by a path in which Trp260 couples aC and the Glu310 switch with the SH2-CD linker and SH3. We propose that the important role of Trp260 is to communicate the CD activation state, specified through the switched electrostatic network, to the regulatory domains. These transitions are not observed in simulation set II where the displacement of Trp260 does not occur.
Conclusions
Kinetics experiments and nonequilibrium molecular dynamics simulations reported here examined conformational activation of Src and the potential role of a switched electrostatic network of residues Asp386, Arg409, Tyr416, Glu310, Lys295, and Asp404 to guide the conformational transition of the CD. The possible role of electrostatic interactions in the rate-limiting step for activation is supported by the observation that the activation step is salt dependent; the lag time, independent of enzyme concentration, increases at higher salt concentration as predicted for a significant electrostatic contribution to conformational activation, while the faster substrate phosphorylation phase is independent of salt. These kinetic results support the proposal that the electrostatic switch residues are a central element of the transition between activated and down-regulated states of Src kinase, in addition to their recognized roles in catalysis and binding. It is worth noting that the importance of these residues in catalysis and binding complicates the use of site-directed mutagenesis as a means to test their role in a switched electrostatic network and that other experimental approaches may be more effective for comparison.
The interface of the linker C terminus with the N-lobe of the CD has long been suggested to be part of the mechanism of allosteric regulation. Mutational analysis established the inhibitory role of specific residues in the linker region (Gonfloni et al. 1997 (Gonfloni et al. , 1999 (Gonfloni et al. , 2000 LaFevreBernt et al. 1998) , and the contact between Trp260 and aC observed in the crystallographic structures (Schindler et al. 1999; Xu et al. 1999) , suggested how the SH2 and SH3 regulatory domains might communicate with the active site and the A-loop. Computational studies to calculate the free-energy surface of the C terminus linker region conformation confirm the incompatibility of the local geometry of the linker conformation with Trp260 packed against aC with the activated structure of the CD (Banavali and Roux 2005) . We report here the first direct demonstration of the coupling of Trp260 and the linker region with aC rotation. A concerted motion of Trp260 and Trp255 in the linker was found to function in cooperation with aC and the electrostatic network to link SH3/2 to the catalytic loop. SH3/2 are released upon transition of Trp260, aC rotation, and therefore the switch of Glu310 along with the rest of the electrostatic network, which incorporates the A-loop and catalytic site residues. When the progress of Trp260 toward the activated state is slowed, the transition of aC is also retarded and the electrostatic switch centered on Glu310 does not occur. These results illustrate a molecular mechanism to explain the essential role of Trp260 in the allosteric regulation by SH3/2, and demonstrate the potential of simulations to elucidate allosteric communication motifs that have been inferred from evolutionary patterns of sequence conservation (Süel et al. 2003; Zheng et al. 2005 ). 
Materials and Methods

Simulation systems
Initial coordinates of the down-regulated assembled Lyn kinase, residues 85-531, were built using the homology modeling program MODELLER 4.0 (Sali and Blundell 1993) and the down-regulated Hck kinase.
The AMPPNP position in the down-regulated Src kinase structure (2SRC.pdb) (Xu et al. 1999 ) was used to place the ATP. The protein, with or without the ATP and Mg 2+ bound, was then solvated in an equilibrated rhombic dodecahedron water box carved from a cubic box of 134 Å on one side with at least 14 Å of water between the protein and the edge of the box. The final system included about 7000 protein atoms and 20,000 water molecules.
The target structure for BMD is the Lyn CD in the activated state. The active conformation of the Lyn CD was built based on the active Lck CD structure (3LCK.pdb) (Yamaguchi and Hendrickson 1996) . Details of the equilibration of active Lyn can be found in our previous report (Ozkirimli and Post 2006) .
The equilibrated structures of the assembled Lyn or active Lyn CD were the initial and target conformations used in BMD in order to eliminate effects that could result from the force field. Equilibrium simulations were calculated over 0.3-0.4 nsec with starting structures for unphosphorylated down-regulated assembled Lyn or active isolated CD of Lyn in the presence or absence of cofactors. Details of the simulation protocol were previously reported (Ozkirimli and Post 2006) . The structures used were without phosphorylated tyrosine in the A-loop (Tyr416) or the C-terminal tail (Tyr527) in order to have the same chemical structure for both starting and target states. The use of unphosphorylated end states provides the basis for deciphering the molecular details of the activation pathway without the chemistry step.
Biased molecular dynamics
The conformational transition pathway was simulated by biased molecular dynamics (Marchi and Ballone 1999; Paci and Karplus 1999) using an external potential to efficiently move the system toward a known target state. The external potential was a time-dependent function of R(t), the difference in the internal distances in the simulation and target structures as described (Ozkirimli and Post 2006) . The force constant governing the rate at which the conformational transition takes place was chosen such that the pairwise force constant, a, was 4, 9, 13, 18, or 22 3 10 À4 kcal/(mol Å 4 ). BMD was performed as described (Ozkirimli and Post 2006) starting with homology-modeled coordinates for Lyn kinase plus ATP and Mg +2 in the assembled, down-regulated state. The external potential was referenced to the active state of the CD, allowing observation of the response of the regulatory domains to the CD conformational change. The external potential reaction coordinate included internal distances between all heavy atoms in CD, or ;2.2 3 10 6 pairs. The BMD simulations were carried out until the change in reaction coordinate with time was 0.0005 Å /psec or less for a 30-psec running average.
